Constants affecting bicycle power requirements
Practical
Partially
Faired Streamliner
(F-40)
Recumbent

Full
Race
HPV

Practical
12-speed
Lightweight

UCI
Racer

Drag Coefficient

0.95

0.89

0.6

0.3

0.12

Frontal Area (m2)

0.40

0.33

0.39

0.44

0.45

Rolling Coefficient

0.004

0.003

0.0045

0.0045

0.0031

Total Mass (kg)

85

81

94

95

95

A (kg/m)

0.25

0.19

0.15

0.086

0.035

B (kg-m/sec 2)

3.5

2.5

4.4

4.5

3.0

PWatts = Av 3 + Bv for Vm/sec
To calculate v directly as a function
of P, A, and B:
v = (X + y)l/3 + (X - y)1/3

where

X = P/2A
Y = [X2 + (B/3A)3 ]1/2.
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Human-powered vehicle steering and

suspension design

by Robert L.(Rob) Price

INTRODUCTION
The first part of this article discusses
human-powered-vehicle steering. After
briefly reviewing bicycle steering
geometry, automotive steering is used to
illustrate steering with two wheels. The
second part discusses suspensions, using
motorcycles and cars as models. The leansteer mechanism and linkage I will use in
my next HPV are shown as a summary.
Or

STEERING
Many articles have appeared on the
theory of bicycle steering. The intent here
is to illustrate only some basic principles
and compare them to steering geometries
developed for automobiles.
Figure 1 shows head-tube angle,
which is measured from horizontal; fork
rake, measured from the center of pivot of
the fork-tube bearings to the center of the
axle; and trail, being the distance from the
intersection of the fork-tube centerline
and the ground at the point where the
center of the tire patch meets the road.
Common value ranges are shown in the
figure.
There are several tracking stabilities
inherent in well-designed bicycles. Trail is
the first stability. The tire patch tends to
follow the point where the steering axis
intersects the road. This is known as
'caster' in the automotive world and can
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weight of bike and rider.
Bicycles have fork rake to reduce the
amount of trail. This increases the
sensitivity of the steering. When the fork
has too much rake for the head-tube
angle, trail approaches zero and the
machine becomes unstable. When the
fork has too little rake or is installed
backward (as was popular a few decades
ago) there is plenty of trail, but the 'well'
becomes a 'hump.' The effective shortening of the fork rake when the wheel is
turned occurs behind the fork-tubebearing centerline, making the head tube
fall slightly in a turn.
A bicycle leans in a turn, which
increases the effective depth of the well.

Figure 1. Bicycle fork geometry
be easily observed on grocery-store carts.
These have vertical steering axes on their
castering wheels. Bicycles have angled
steering or fork axes, which complicates
matters.
Figure 2 illustrates the second
stability, which is the 'well' the head tube
sinks into when the bicycle is going
straight ahead. When the handlebars are
turned, the effective fork rake along the
centerline of the bicycle is reduced and
the head tube rises slightly. The steering
tube wants to centralize in the well,
making the bike track straight under the
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Figure 2. Bicycle steering stability

